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Question Development Michele chose education to be the main focus of our interview process with me as her
interviewer. However, in their preoccupation with language and its importance they were very much in accord
with a rising interest in narrative that was also emerging around the same time. Hence, this piece dimension
adds coarse sagacity to an discernment of differences among the questions ingested. Communication is key in
counseling. Several authors in the MFT field have described and categorized questions circular, reflexive, and
narrative. Hopefully we both learned from this, in a way that may make a small contribution to lessening
racism, sexism and ageism more widely. Typically, the model includes the following sequence: a identify the
problem, In particular, doctors may see themselves as neutral or benign agents when it is clear that they are
being seen in a very different way by the patient or by other players in the drama. Many white people,
particularly white women, can often disassociate from the issue under the pretense that it is "not my issue" By
facing systemic discrimination as a member of one or more of the other groups, white women have the ability
to psychologically remove themselves from the "white ' ' group. One theme or content that was revealed to me
was that her inspiration for education came from her mother who did not complete high school. Although
these assumptions and presuppositions tend to exert their effects covertly and non-consciously, they still have
a significant effect on the nature of the questions asked. Intending to ask lineal, circular, strategic or reflexive
questions? Not only must the family learn to trust the counselor, but also the counselor must trust that the
family is there willingly to receive help and to learn how to set their own goals and access their own resources
to achieve them. Equally, if you fall in love with them it still may not mean that you can supervise well.
Launer J. Rather than being a passive listening post, a counselor must strive to actively listen and must keep
an active engaging mind to compare what each family member is revealing. While recognising that some
people might have a genetic tendency towards schizophrenia, he pointed out that this could only be a small
part of a much wider pattern. My questions are listed in Appendix A. This mystifies some people since they
wonder how on earth ideas from therapy with families can possibly be relevant to supervising doctors, dentists
and other clinicians. In our trainings in supervision skills we have used the ideas of the Milan team in all sorts
of ways, but the most important of these are probably the stress we place on attentiveness to language, and on
following feedback.


